ACTS 4200 – 4299
John Crouse & Jim Leftwich

VUGG BOOKS
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ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED
rocks azalea vigil: “acidic tags somatic”
inexact yodel inductor: “merits gryphon lions”
method spoke colony: “froth toil elections”
shrubs drumhead toilsome: “address omen clogs”
tithe toast tiger: “empty wings idol”
icon icky icily: “cruise stoop frets”
idyll ides idolize: “acorn writhe clubs”
singe prices siphon: “motel axiom roust”
emcee emu emeritus: “azure local poker”
jets regress deletion: “lottery ducts sigil”
stool boom tool: “wide wrinkles kazoo”
booze logs booth: “header roasted kicks.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED ONE
submerge faces slipper: “clips paint bones”
widowed magic occupations: “portions waggle liberal”
muff messenger surname: “shames bobbin combined”
mulch resents airplane: “plans barge scintilla”

oscillating book underground: “around much gruff”
garbage ceiling viola: “violent endowed submits”
honeycomb celery increase: “surcease farces tragic”
bobsled disease bogeyman: “mantra essential scents”
liberate annotation scansion: “sessions nook veiled”
scalywag cloth ascending: “sentences strain scales”
tones scalp smithereens: “preens clot noted”
faint drain suffocate: “suffix greasy leer.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TWO
inert sarcastic carrying: “insert lout riven”
population tumor ability: “lately groin filtering”
filled desert shoehorn: “willing signs ember”
intended pounds parallel: “tense humming respite”
implement corresponding delight: “cements loud dessert”
blow human spelled: “blue rumor caustic”
reflected member sliver: “flecks tarry bile”
moon designing brightness: “spoons thorn legal”
stitching flickering keyboard: “stilted dealer pelts”
cause coin electric: “clause alters trove”
activity striving volume: “native lectures aboard”
steel fallout falteringly: “steams light slivers.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED THREE
seethe segment deteriorate: “segment amateur cleavage”

machine musical advocate: “musical wind window”
apparent weak contraband: “weak winter segment”
prisoner cloud flowering: “cloud solving musical”
personal window crown: “window prayers amateur”
economically cleavage seam: “cleavage attorney wind”
parcel attorney pragmatism: “attorney cleavage winter”
speculation prayers conduct: “prayers window weak”
involving solving donkey: “solving cloud cloud”
pulled winter closer: “winter weak solving”
bacteria wind servant: “wind musical prayers”
exhausted amateur sled: “amateur segment attorney.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FOUR
membrane festivity seduction: “names zone attend”
periodical sediment pronoun: “whale blurt melody”
derived settling accommodations: “wounds barbaric icon”
doily adequately charity: “names zone attend”
influence names barbaric: “whale blurt melody”
accomplished organism dominoes: “wounds barbaric icon”
blurt zone whale: “names zone attend”
misfortune melody alteration: “whale blurt melody”
muscles attend wounds: “wounds barbaric icon”
spank spearhead spandex: “names zone attend”
secondhand icon censor: “whale blurt melody”
cellphone avocado menses: “wounds barbaric icon.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FIVE
palpable alloys jury: “constellation troubador puzzling”
aspirin clever pall: “formal heritage contact”
cleaver palliate broader: “body technique eye”
territory color scaffolding: “ear switch engaged”
overlapping moths scandal: “target musical advertisements”
amount scathe tones: “melody also hippopotamus”
tank scatterbrain ascending: “when international believe”
includes scarves events: “anthology manifesto statement”
target scald system: “was felt thought”
musical spat taco: “palpable concrete barn”
scallions quartz tabloid: “local with basil”
plastic question plug: “september for sale.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SIX
hem gale sunlight: “scared of september”
fatigue heel passes: “collaborate journal launched”
pathos helmet mummy: “compost pilot plain”
darkness included understanding: “soup of desks”
hornless harmless utterance: “signatures spaghetti mallard”
sateen conserve obligation: “mustard poems toucan”
avoidance sauce chamber: “wrench bench sparkles”
sparkle drooping spear: “evolution typographical starlings”

hawk wrench wavy: “complete synthetic lute”
vessel spangles flavoring: “experimental chablis analysis”
tarnish archery spider: “writings critical atoms”
taut tassels tobacco: “storms itself structural.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SEVEN
dementia misery dainty: “product launch pragmatic”
subtle suffering conveying: “motion notion ocean”
deliberations considerations inflammable: “in the first”
infants failing saints: “fall for september”
status flowers masque: “holding out for”
downtown slacks rigging: “prevail unwilling mathematics”
mast natal mouth: “mouth downtown flowers”
naturally forum tremor: “individual form content”
rotates related donut: “appeals to itself”
caught nodding domesticity: “in terms of”
murk donkey inclusion: “visual pancake solutions.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHT
mount guiding gasoline: “vacate volcano vultures”
expression navy zone: “gizzard speaking carpets”
vehicle laurel serves: “september football orgy”
poke rubbing manners: “wizard gamut dimensions”
sanitary mound sarong: “coincidence and structure”
saliva signal prayer: “verbal shorthand multiple”

sidekick heart illness: “affinities alongside linguistics”
lecture passing surfaces: “personal entirely despite”
dimensional carpenters tumor: “although sociological garbage”
tumult breaking tucking: “satirical luxury slogans”
skiing lizard linen: “beautiful philosophical accidents”
vacate money wedge: “gasoline guiding snout.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINE
rules mask amputation: “painting oxygen untitled”
oceanic twins lopping: “terminal autonomous discursive”
execution discontinuous inaugural: “exemplars identical marigold”
pencilled masters measurer: “noun radiance notations”
simulacrum anathemas elaboration: “verb grounds stations”
pop failth between: “noun monochrome ovations”
disregard imprisons blindness: “rules oceanic execution”
embrace remembers narrowest: “mask twins discontinuous”
series size seizures: “amputation lopping inaugural”
notations stations ovations: “pencil simulacrum flop”
radiance grounds monochrome: “masters antithesis faith”
noun verb noun: “between elaborations measure.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TEN
face by hand: “painting terminal exemplars”
marigold by hand: “oxygen autonomous identical”

identical by hand: “untitled discursive marigold”
exemplars by hand: “fashion demands inventive”
discursive by hand: “mediating published jam”
autonomous by hand: “slack pants gestures”
terminal by hand: “banal omelet exaggerates”
untitled by hand: “dead token pejorative”
oxygen by hand: “increase index refined”
painting by hand: “swallows myriad falls”
anonymous by hand: “tongue false cosmos”
visual by hand: “fatal statement snakes.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED ELEVEN
fashion mediating slack: “oxygen untitled fashion”
demands published paint: “autonomous discursive hands”
inventive jamb gestures: “identical marigolds inverted”
banalized dread increasingly: “dread increase wallows”
oeuvre broken indications: “token index myriad”
exaggeration pejorative refinement: “perjury refined fails”
swallowd hung corresponded: “speculative compartment notes”
myriad false frontally: “frames roaring toys”
calls cosmetic statement: “desires mutual eclipse”
equally intentional shakes: “extent bombs wag”
cliched hardly ideograms: “circular placement missive”
revolution linking media: “blinks elastic candles.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TWELVE
speculated frames desire: “perfect creative demons”
comparison soaring mural: “persist masses spire”
notes joy ellipses: “articulate anesthetic doves”
extension circles blinks: “observe foggy distinctions”
bomb misplaced elastic: “rare flashing inoperable”
swags massive cradle: “spontaneous creatures éclair”
narrative erases miles: “general complicity literal”
cosmic freelance mechanics: “exhausts conceptual implicit”
national wholes scrutiny: “invents quests prayers”
references homosexual aces: “crowded scales codex”
dynamics edges diptych: “discourse seasonal values”
analogy family anchored: “narrative clouds critical.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED THIRTEEN
perfect persists articulated: “narrative cosmic national”
creation misses aesthetic: “referential dynamic analogy”
demonstrate desires droves: “erasure freely holes”
observers rarely spontaneity: “sexual edges family”
focus flashes features: “miles mechanics scrutiny”
disjunctive incapable declares: “aces diptych anchorite”
general exhausted invention: “general conceptual invents”
capacity concepts questions: “crowded seasonal narrative”
literally implicit sprayed: “literal exhausts prayers”

crowds discourses clouds: “codex discourse clouds”
scale season critical: “perfect aesthetic desires”
coding values beauty: “rarely focus impeccable.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FOURTEEN
invocation injury ghetto: “when agents victim”
lashings provoke dope: “engaged technique asking”
riffs guiding arrests: “quickly chair avoid”
stardom limpid sunshine: “showing the instruments”
exquisitely since trumpet: “grabbed metal corner”
fades mystic worldwide: “subjected military potent”
pits peaches midpoints: “invasion conscripted report”
uniformly template aggression: “doctrine rather weeks”
bookend playboy exhortation: “disclaimer defense further”
nosegay ethos allay: “outlets fear up”
stride garage landmark: “shock simultaneous telecast”
blistering barbershop rehab: “contains no information.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FIFTEEN
crucifix puckers progression: “like so many”
sonic weeps skyward: “satellites imagining phrase”
ears winners aspirations: “telephone awe psychological”
stripped enduring vamping: “thought launch invited”
stopped acoustic girlfriend: “explosive wallop cloud”

insects climax melding: “subjected sensory night”
drenched whom brooding: “exchanges until impossible”
slices pristene juggernaut: “interrogation during coalition”
leprechauns plastic asshole: “deprivation ministry ablaze”
clocking roadrunner storytelling: “continued television families”
blueprint dubs lust: “shredding abroad moments”
pantheon razing exuberance: “wrenching combination valium.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SIXTEEN
recognition circles historical: “hearing torment hands”
depended peoportions gas: “eyes bombardment endless”
sustained absorbing proximity: “audible darkness cars”
conventional illusory international: “headlights prisoner city”
visual volume tonic: “shackled stripped stage”
stretched intrinsic ideographic: “hostile self objects”
elaborations negations transitions: “photograph collective unmasking”
sprayed focus limiting: “erase ancient pillaged”
flipping skull institute: “library stolen memory”
cancer chaired discernment: “books lobotomy mission”
category headed hexagon: “religious merchant university”
primacy pointing aura: “portion intentional rooted.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SEVENTEEN
figurative isolation connection: “war failures during”
serious pernicious clockwise: “poverty atmosphere respond”

concerns flagged reject: “chaos emptied warned”
rectangle relative remembered: “key numerous indifference”
explicitly fingers comparison: “themselves trashed commercial”
hybrids essay shadows: “furniture runway souvenirs”
elapsed incline cartoon: “adventure scratch education”
precision parody unbalanced: “shopping pivotal occupation”
beach touching douche: “reconstruction therapist privatize”
undisturbed explains contested: “chance equipment college”
renewed abstraction rehearsal: “literate population salvage”
mood prodigiously beforehand: “neo colonial blindness.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTEEN
sex percussive scabs: “ayward rtwork astery”
expletive compositions nihilism: “ardonic lignment ainstream”
overshadow robots urchin: “elebrity nenployment itular”
titular alienation inspiration: “vershadow xpletive ex”
unenployment versed wobbly: “ercussive ompositions obots”
celebrity cream vignette: “lienation ersed ream”
mainstream paranoid lukewarm: “aranoid tick ypnotics”
alignment stick lurches: “wirls irror onestly”
sardonic hypnotics lipstick: “xplodes tab orpuscles”
mastery swirls corpuscles: “ipstick urches ukewarm”
artwork mirror stab: “ignette obbly nspiration”
wayward honestly explodes: “rchin ihilism cabs.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETEEN
machinery pained decamp: “nnovations Nightmarish ndercurrent”
vision godmother howitizer: “orge TEARDROP ambo”
powerhouse since heartbreaker: “orphing Spine rug”
drug fallen television: “ower VISION achi”
spine massive futuristic: “ained Godmother ince”
morphing punk topping: “alle MASSIVE unkt”
bamboo miasma epic: “iasma Mining opular”
teardrop mining demos: “esul AROUSED rime”
gorgeously popular crippled: “anty Reissues airy”
undercurrent results fairy: “rippl DEMOS pici”
nightmarish aroused reissues: “opping Futuristic elevision”
innovations grime panty: “eart HOWITZER ecam.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TWENTY
coffin signature displeasing: “GRIST both AMBER”
hurricane mellow kinetic: “castle PSYCHE thistle”
lascerating fueled wardrobe: “PONIES graze FLURRIES”
furry chicken household: “laser HURRIED coughing”
gaze milestones suicide: “SIGNS yellow FUTILE”
eponymous grinding strawberry: “children MILEAGE rinds”
thrills civilized backhanded: “CIVIL mesh BULK”
psychedelic enmeshed antichrist: “which ZEN kitsch”
cascading sulking dovetails: “PUNY leisure SLEEK”

ambience twitching bleak: “doves WRIST blanched”
bothered zenith pleasures: “STREWN suits LOUSE”
gristle kitchen punishes: “warden KNIT peasants.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TWENTY ONE
quibbles romps demo: “cat this dex”
braggadocio pregnant death: “spec melt jig”
superpower truckers presides: “plum col show”
showcases boo didactic: “sup brag quib”
colossus puzzle dove: “rom preg truck”
pump pomp pummel: “boom puz pom”
jigsaw gossip apache: “ap tum mop”
meld tumbleweed weld: “moo lur pub”
specialized moping league: “com rain gam”
dexterity moonshine gambit: “lea wel gos”
thrills slur rainbows: “pum do did”
catwalk publicity coma: “pre de dem.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TWENTY TWO
barrage geography interplay: “limp ath dust”
apartheid melody abuse: “cru inc sub”
cheeks marriage elite: “raw gorg mult”
multinational kiss alludes: “check par bar”
gorgeous survival tuxedo: “geo mel mar”
raunchy soothe megastar: “kits sur soot”

subtle hammy grandeur: “ham de stor”
inconsistent deserves pyrotechnics: “harm ink bleep”
crush storytelling wolverines: “odd surg dis”
dustbins harmonica dislocated: “wolv pyr gran”
breathless incarnation surgery: “meg tux all”
glimpses bleeding oddball: “el ab int.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TWENTY THREE
bullwhip stresses moonlight: “cript rile hild”
bosses pricks blitz: “relen lands reve”
pissed grooves painless: “rod leam hump”
thump designs smarts: “pise osse whip”
gleaming raps gospel: “tress rick roove”
parody pizzas lexicon: “signs ap pizz”
revelation banshees squeezed: “ban bot ame”
landscapes bottoms encapsulate: “neer scen drag”
relentlessly americas paranoia: “gall ront tob”
childhood pioneers autobiographical: “no caps quez”
sacrilegious scenarios frontrunner: “lex spel mart”
postscript dragons gallops: “pain lit tress.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TWENTY FOUR
wraparound veteran concrete: “foss mond chop”
radiation cabbage dungarees: “zazz hind croc”

magpies pep skinheads: “cent veng pun”
punchy proved provident: “mag rad rap”
svengali stevedore pollution: “vet cab peeps”
licentiousness vomit annually: “rov tev vom”
crocodiles basement consumerism: “base vint sing”
hindsight vintage seediest: “pur bar pret”
pizzazz singalong checkmate: “red bass gen”
choppy purred gender: “mate seed sume”
almond cabaret ambassador: “nall poll prov”
fossilized pretending shredding: “skin dung rete.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TWENTY FIVE
rattlesnake nickel torch: “launch LOCUST tomato”
robes cram innocence: “throb wrench BEAK”
steeped axes passion: “cato noti SALVO”
psychosis swan unfolding: “MOTH grave job”
capitalism vitriol luncheonette: “pul COT rain”
cookie spry fragility: “COOK pry frag”
pulses boycott reign: “CAP rit lunch”
behemoth graveyard blowjob: “psych wan FOLD”
staccato renotiating salvo: “teep AXE pass”
hearththrob heartwrenching heartbreak: “rob ram NOCE”
raunch ocust tattoo: “RATT nick tor.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TWENTY SIX

piston shark carnival: “minute funny cave”
oiled thrust damage: “PORK BEAK DANCE”
globetrotting acetate kudzu: “knit bush bells”
snapshot mercy plug: “ABLE SELLS ZEAL”
rotation rubber lifetime: “chord wisp menial”
paganistic skyscrapper buckshot: “BUCK SKY PAGE”
bubblegum breakneck peyote: “life rub rot”
phenomenon crisp anchor: “LUG MERCURY SNAP”
zealotry bestselling vulnerability: “zoo state trot”
preponderance peak porkpie: “DAM RUST LIED”
bellicose brushes uninitiated: “mote neck gum”
caveman funnyman minuteman: “VALE LARK STONE.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TWENTY SEVEN
rumble scissor wad: “fuss? hushes lysergic”
arsenal angst penance: “cape? capped erupts”
hairline acrobatics sandbox: “booze? crumbles sky”
mimicry numbs hardcore: “signs? pools broom”
shoehorn counterbalances tyrannosaurus: “lies? idiots wipe”
nerd fiddler manifesto: “herd? fodder feasts”
liars idiom sideswipe: “shoes? balanced thesaurus”
resigned loops broomsticks: “mime? thumbs sore”
boozers crumb skyline: “hair? bats sand”
rape rapped erupted: “senile? against pennies”
fuss rushes lysergic: “numb? since what.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TWENTY EIGHT
communion denominator announcement: “soap is chinese?”
inertia traction treasure: “fondle is fondness?”
diligent unique lack: “gash is slaughter?”
impossible contact protests: “chuckle is bones?”
eligible facts progression: “camp is carved?”
resignation answers compression: “purse is hinge?”
person place thing: “sign is swerve?”
scamper scarves starves: “legible is fact?”
gashes hangs slaughters: “possible is contract?”
chuckled bones slackened: “unique is lack?”
fondle fondness fondue: “inertia is pleasure?”
so is china: “onion is meat?”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TWENTY NINE
rhapsody fake grater: “if possible they”
brooks plights bellhop: “widespread particular adoption”
fondness barking heart: “part neon narrative”
autism neon dowdy: “for conventional neoconservatives”
telethon jerk narrative: “direct techniques furthering”
token skill stagecoach: “fear from calculating”
channels psychopath reissue: “given artful emotions”
skull voyeur cloak: “agenda violent influence”

snake cinema handles: “terrorist campaign hysteria”
wrong clotted lonesome: “suspicious narrative wrapped”
budding cramped copntrast: “mystery smoke suggestive”
czar accident novel: “coordinated unknown cargo.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED THIRTY
cereal poem tears: “israeli korean cement”
tango freedom concentrate: “speech prominent arrival”
innocent drama hooks: “ship anonymity facility”
epitaph emotion apocalypse: “border emerged strict”
hues bomb majesty: “pilots meanwhile diplomatic”
define enemy baritone: “dismantle food proliferation”
since copyright puniching: “accelerate declined changes”
abrasive toad peg: “private words nonsense”
push dense guerilla: “purported media administration”
wit sneer geometry: “cherry unvetted iran”
coupled stark earshot: “silence violate paralysis.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED THIRTY ONE
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ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED THIRTY TWO
dual serenade eraser: “recent asking discourage”
lugubrious racketeer screwball: “story house percent”
paint bandit university: “adjusting market bubbles”
salamander packages splendor: “timing entirely trend”
gestapo christian ham: “current imagine investment”
best blood silence: “endless nominal decline”
legend lambs houseboat: “fact zero mattrerss”
floridly episode leagues: “nation predictable explanation”
manipulate eminence flirtation: “inundated quickly prices”
acid sunlight transatlantic: “scenario graffiti minds”
sandblast bounce crusade: “ridiculous risen sale”
figurehead meals powerhouse: “accumulate moderate research.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED THIRTY THREE
pupils genre colonial: “matter healer wingtip”
themes hidden commotion: “mocha cocaine rambler”

stylings quantum corona: “bulimic fortrans paradiddle”
paradigm anthem capture: “stylus hematoma pupae”
formative fading cinematic: “genre hidden quantum”
ambulance culture crown: “anthem wading vulture”
gamble peaking confusion: “speaking blanched drain”
pokes blance commercial: “starling subtext longitude”
smoky brain chest: “cannibal harmless collates”
hindsight darlings collection: “vested mercurial fission”
zealotry subtitles charming: “rounder matrix rapture”
maturation longing cannonball: “colonel motives colon.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED THIRTY FOUR
sake as signature: “twice rumors chickens”
between dance nation: “moats baboon plaintive”
spawn rage package: “liana fishing pouch”
couch season bicycle: “pawn bets snakes”
lavish smug creepy: “ashen trance page”
brilliance fuel eclipsed: “reasonable muggy duel”
complain siren tours: “irenic sedge wads”
dragon edge stomach: “bluster sumac spells”
bemoans adds freshness: “ears locust grove”
chic blister rove: “lesser tarmac sours”
humor sum locales: “ecology sleeping cycles”
twists sells years: “brackish notions aperture.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED THIRTY FIVE
soul dare silo: “gaunt additive feat”
intense roots warblings: “fates bus chronic”
below skew rejects: “musters underwater prod”
period prince slips: “bellow incense foul”
underway admirer flipper: “snare boots few”
masterpiece rooftops gratification: “since mires spoof”
anachronism girls sores: “swirls puny guest”
pus bunny quills: “ferry alabaster tubes”
gateway quest coda: “folksong ratchet memo”
meat merry momentum: “soda willing spores”
addictive disaster cacti: “falsification zippers lips”
taunt tribes birdsong: “detects garbled solo.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED THIRTY SIX
hunch riveting enigma: “boardroom backlit stanchion”
seesaw cuckold players: “crayon sentimental summer”
scholarship episode crackers: “morbid portions buoyant”
tomboy sources horror: “solar rickshaw lunch”
partiality domineering claustrophobic: “civil cupboard epic”
mordant buffalo international: “scourge dominant baffles”
sinner cheese stool: “cheetah absent flair”
resentment absorbing drool: “hunts fraught embargo”
canyon hair fanny: “rosary hunger crypt”
stamina hints scripted: “sunny droop spool”

flashback taut thundery: “tournament strophe sorrow”
switchboard cargo rosily: “critters layered endemic.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED THIRTY SEVEN
pungent gloat fusion: “refers begin destruction”
dummy popular cow: “structure project purpose”
paramount racial underwater: “reveals aggressive overseas”
reveal are solitariness: “intrusive corporatist accrue”
corsage chains hokum: “appeals always once”
applause anguishes lunatic: “matter alleged same”
leaves fraudulent grail: “dissent omnipotent state”
tongs cowboy correct: “war brute entrance”
workhorse awakenings sinker: “posed perpetual openly”
haze handicapped worthwhile: “consumes power endless”
unease lacerating pomp: “vast current boastful”
benign fuss verdict: “none pursued preceding.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED THIRTY EIGHT
greased century implacable: “crimes empire warmth”
pictorialism saloon howls: “rays darker noon”
depressing bigger hero: “events remotely ridiculous”
passion birds victory: “cabal symptom eroding”
interview gambling rhetoric: “imagine embodiment arrogance”
bowled turbulent study: “greed violence fortune”

shadow justify charity: “pathetic earned passage”
deathbed redneck staircase: “seek fears particular”
perplexed bond lonely: “destroyed existed fantasized”
knowing cracking underwear: “akin collapse certainty”
pregnant hermaphrodite playground: “eloquence disputed cards.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED THIRTY NINE
wither dreamer settle: “fray extent powers”
dead endurable behest: “targets countless future”
tension version charity: “deed further severity”
discord bred snow: “render trend irreversible”
matter chaoes broach: “clear figure constantly”
muster disenchantment anthill: “remain unaltered offered”
master blazed illness: “culture demonstrates accept”
ballad pessimism traits: “commentary eager whether”
alienation lucid traitor: “debates obey incident”
obliging kissing forgotten: “video taser minimally”
creased adds poached: “evident standards absent.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FORTY
ghost scale inmate: “compliance frequently subdued”
fatalistic caves sanctity: “connection launches constitute”
secrecy grief dictionary: “threat gaining accordance”
baleful dynasty mainstream: “purpose ensure catastrophe”

delusion wheelchair candle: “thwart wonder enforcement”
bumpy contract crusader: “behavior engage parameters”
world diffidence corps: “boundaries required force”
taming lizards grassroots: “descent continuing crucial”
pounce clown bible: “aspects external fictitious”
romance soak prophecy: “acquired focus spheres”
factory stripper headlight: “episode stage entrance”
hawks copycat tadpole: “covertly national proportion.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FORTY ONE
macho rolls diary: “post form but”
transfer stardom windmill: “estate enter moment”
venture ecstasy swordplay: “real alternatives crises”
suffers party fallacy: “destroying sole preserve”
plays repellent puff: “metaphor congressman developer”
friends averse detail: “erasing nature wheeling”
personality huff angles: “it looks articulated”
stooges manly drab: “occurs rejects zones”
disorderly inner grin: “vouchers protect contracts”
leanings ball script: “unleashed public sheet”
seer candle hurrah: “upscale government health”
needy ham priest: “thesis lying doctrine.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FORTY TWO

rocket piano dope: “blasphemy until ascent”
pepper playlist revolution: “rapid version hero”
feedback whooping feedbag: “market torture recipients”
atmosphere shade switch: “business security classroom”
flag spray licks: “laboratory economic country”
tolerance motorcycles hymnal: “tenets deep trickle”
concurrent liberation breakdown: “homeland thriving bubbles”
woodwind drive midnight: “adherents writ lifting”
sunglasses invigorating skeleton: “hazy pioneers scheme”
brick cheer counterpoint: “disposable bottomless liberties”
purveyor banana sunlight: “metaphor against world”
version graft fluid: “suddenly slate machine.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FORTY THREE
telepathic vanguard uncopyrightable: “serving skeletal class”
pop reconsiders pulsates: “exploding permanent paradise”
plaudits sketch milestones: “repression logic shock”
scat compatible silver: “quickly prison scratch”
monster honeysuckle savage: “history bizarre experimental”
priceless uncut mono: “ethics human previous”
core falters singular: “pangs corporate method”
judicious bragged orgy: “mind isolation cocktails”
partnership are riddle: “asleep institute permission”
kitsch usher elephant: “faulty wealthy conscience”
yield star messing: “control director sensory”
booklet the beginning: “intensive techniques inquisition.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FORTY FOUR
hedonism corrosive alchemy: “covertly practices insistence”
seeped shafts chopped: “fraudulent technically failure”
torrid cushioned range: “animation invasion blasted”
slap mantra fanbase: “rebuild abuse barring”
eratic spearheaded sweeter: “cruelty window condoned”
cowbell departure rechristened: “social pain makeover”
undercooked luxury moss: “epicenter mission markets”
pump voodoo amigo: “restore methods voodoo”
elevator galas surfer: “post freedom owners”
template epitomizes template: “contrast oriented vengeance”
groove imperfection bucket: “progress onerous restored”
shock hangar abductees: “entrenched extreme cycle.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FORTY FIVE
outset mindless alleged: “sprung businesses unrestrained”
packets breeder infatuation: “accumulation besides circumstances”
lynch worthy bellyache: “words war beginning”
sleaze wrappers astronomic: “tank preaching welfare”
hotline collage lullaby: “curtailed contracts reason”
the extracurricular cherub: “federal fundamental plenty”
jubilee stagger unicorn: “chance hurricane economic”
eulogy crunching panorama: “therapy streets nightmare”

multilayered breath clattering: “message vibrant siege”
velvet tourettes bilingual: “erasure resisters including”
tuft manifesto capsule: “thinking unimaginable real”
swinger ficus molecule: “cakewalk climate fear.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FORTY SIX
resentment commandments revolver: “targeted press lists”
cocksure pleases tenderness: “playbook effects cuts”
battering cult standout: “hunger triumph genesis”
bloodcurdling confidential supercharged: “market social savage”
mortician synchronizes wilderness: “flooded desperation miracle”
verve velveteen brothel: “embark burn hardened”
downtrodden swamps nickname: “model conditions agenda”
unadorned cemented reworkings: “poverty world glimpse”
detonated milks zenith: “frantic corruption private”
romps kings reconsiders: “resources depression rainbow”
blasts cosmopolitan prescience: “rocketed spite policies”
deepen deeper depends: “stabilized remains speculation.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FORTY SEVEN
snippet groin chastises: “border similar woe”
gargantuan riffs everyman: “overnight academics cleansed”
personnel porn bumptious: “privileged planted complicity”
squalling examines croon: “purging notorious inspire”
patriot apart rooster: “spread wastelands decades”

garage unhands lilac: “next false legendary”
innocence stupor wordplay: “community state inside”
slab wig threat: “taught unrepentant memoirs”
cripple canon curio: “facts power initiative”
bloom tomb assume: “struggles connected excise”
devices queen widescreen: “courtesy argued shuttered”
saddle sheer sucker: “harsh falsely opened.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FORTY EIGHT
straitjackets portable landmarks: “disdain dogma rating”
crops underworl troughs: “sink either except”
ambient whiskey airbag: “revived launched striking”
wreckage flute misogynist: “medicine because danger”
bettered bucks sarcasm: “adherent imposing gains”
brawler throne orgasm: “battle short since”
winsome lose some: “final generous wave”
dollop god grovel: “agenda auction iron”
wet doubt oratory: “sweeping develop adopt”
gig cabbage retro: “combination reacts emergency”
butterfly xylophone lifespan: “unrestricted results income”
gag interplay halo: “response raided restructure.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FORTY NINE
mediocrity abstractions exhortations: “betrayal textbook paid”

challenge fused ejaculation: “choice adjustment burdened”
radically listener fish: “stricter dawn school”
genre essences skin: “package unique shock”
heart america minimal: “crusade core privatized”
ditto birth palace: “debate snap imposed”
menial courtesy infectious: “counter roots aspired”
fathom sprays hippy: “healthy promised alarming”
replica burrito wheels: “rigid reforms rampant”
gilded barefoot crossroads: “swallowing verdict chronic”
aching enhanced chugging: “minimal threatened efforts”
backstabbing spiritual commode: “transform tragedy transition.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FIFTY
abrasive slumming unapproachable: “ear crop unction”
foregrounds notational retaliate: “nominal aspect salt”
chest partner epitome: “atlas mindful persons”
persona worse parade: “vested forest abacus”
mindlessness bedroom face: “slums notes parts”
alas schooled atlas: “horse bred schools”
cult satires transcends: “tired plus factional”
aspects plys pecker: “facts curses roasted”
nominated action stomach: “pensive loathing merry”
unctuous tact mercy: “stones wreckage transcendent”
cop crises clothes: “lasting farce parades”
dear coasted expendable: “epitome retail poached.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FIFTY ONE
wonders muddy asunders: “brass seismic wheels”
arrogance hobo funk: “much flour dolls”
superlative buffalo shuffle: “green plumage rational”
national fairgrounds mouthful: “perfumed glance wanders”
homage cheese sorcery: “huddles robotic baffles”
aggression humdinger sugar: “fairly sneeze hamburger”
dollar delay depression: “clearly squeezed vegetables”
flourished sequenced bathtub: “measures southern sinus”
clutch vegetarianism streetwise: “belly glistening helix”
heels immeasurable helicopter: “sleet path compressed”
cataclysmic mouth listening: “surely saucers malleable”
bras minus jelly: “ruffles fuck astonished.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FIFTY TWO
ruffles fuck astonished: “jackal mortar boiler”
contentedly adverbs affinity: “rook exilic groundhog”
gunslinger learns procrastination: “trusting ditch cadillac”
scarify stunning toilette: “stark feared coincidence”
queen parka nectar: “detriment balanced impious”
medic lariat jackknife: “scalpel transfix folders”
implicit hook groundswell: “median preen scarce”
gallantly fruitcake exertion: “hamburger content truffles”

detritus deuce crooked: “buck proverbial yearns”
confidant chapel cardiac: “sunny darkly lasso”
infrared nuance pitchman: “nook suitcase deduce”
stardust threefold upthrust: “reincarnated infinity tarnished.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FIFTY THREE
jelly fop pros: “talkshow junket obtuse”
skim thaw urinal: “bundled fennel curses”
tenor skim paratroops: “toward assets backroom”
ennui freckle orbital: “honk hillock video”
ouch motor jonquil: “signage bravery playlist”
hijack hiss shoptalk: “apron rally supernal”
stereo taxi nursemaid: “highway potato endemic”
hillbilly nutshell funnel: “tremor skinny gelatin”
conk fumes brindled: “hopping lawful skit”
backslide acorn replay: “wreckage toaster thistle”
brass belly bravado: “axel shellfish runes”
byword catsup ensign: “paradigm perennial nose.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FIFTY FOUR
ham tranquil bowsprit: “vinegar kudzu myrrh”
conjugal dynamo edema: “bugs preferential dance”
plainsong hiatus meltdown: “trident serial plummet”
planet pledge reflux: “plaintiff conjugates yam”

serum thee stethoscope: “quill explosive caesura”
tripthong stumble panty: “fudge scree stampede”
stance stain rickets: “stamina ramous frigate”
preferably ramrod piebald: “buttons fiddles football”
hug nugget ago: “boneset robin holiness”
myth muttonhead loophole: “against blueberry thickets”
kiddo kindles ladybird: “scant stratosphere fluxus”
howitzer footsie herringbone: “bacon pandemic bower.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FIFTY FIVE
spout spoon spray: “stanchion flashy woolen”
stewed sterile sternum: “showers goatee glutton”
stencil steeplejack steam: “bonnet spool widely”
stolen static station: “summers huddle tinsel”
stash starving stasis: “windows pungent horseshoe”
stanza solicits somersaults: “reasonable parquet frisbee”
slut skimmer slowpoke: “harbored crowded cattle”
settee shudder shroud: “salted oasis vacation”
showboat striptease starboard: “dreamers plectrum fray”
stride standstill squeegee: “enatic carvers illicit”
spoof sponge skatepark: “spore febrile pancake”
shinbone seashore seasoning: “pencil skewers gout.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FIFTY SIX
obverse plug octopus: “spinach bubbles photographs”

plodding ridden snitch: “gamete tuna shoes”
snorkel theatrics underfund: “clamps raisin sward”
windward puberty pogrom: “yodel pudding inverts”
pruning marathon gotcha: “rugged unbidden thesis”
gramps chapped incorporeal: “humble softly topsoil”
shod strippergram strikebreaker: “waylaid workers portal”
tuna waive yeti: “foundling which pluperfect”
endgame in utero: “corpuscle hopscotch grommet”
latex numbers supporter: “utile yet striped”
nubile tuft waxworks: “grammatical wavelengths sinful”
stemware triceratops spillway: “property margarine chirps.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FIFTY SEVEN
heave goofball ribald: “psychedelic basketball skins”
hearse mammy rheumatic: “greenery sprocket stickball”
makeshift orally ribcage: “larynx wishbone crosshatched”
orangy riderless spunk: “treads fiddler orgy”
riddle ord riddance: “crankshaft hoarse weaves”
spread thee spy: “softball mummy oration”
thatcher urologist viola: “stork wireless hitches”
watchtower herd hiccup: “ribbons pneumatic baggage”
largesse larnyx mummer: “rudder horde knee”
kickstand inertia stitching: “towhee touching jeeps”
rocket stigmata tripwire: “seasick prepaid moose”
weenie unisex uncork: “stopwatch gravy myopia.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FIFTY EIGHT
stopwatch goose jeepers: “vessel bowling lattice”
gravy prepay touche: “surges skinny outcast”
myopia seafloor towbar: “cleanup tigers coastline”
underbody woodchuck nozzle: “polemic toadstool squirt”
wishbone manikin hoodoo: “evasive festival carousel”
chipper dishrag jawbone: “grapes fondly lexicon”
corncrib hitchhiker pixel: “hibiscus melon rutabaga”
swum prissy rub: “swollen sodden craftsman”
waistline movie kennel: “hammock mattock haddock”
lettuce nobleman outlast: “eye boardroom bath”
sealskin dustbowl tummy: “peppers slippers voltage”
vassal tiger suds: “boxing waiters mortal.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED FIFTY NINE
cleanup arousal lexeme: “struggle cosmic terror”
polemic restive fondue: “liberal snares lumber”
footstool evasively agape: “electric havoc collusion”
quirt hibiscus megabucks: “gremlin poetics frank”
liberty melon nosebleed: “very reasonable sentiment”
rutabaga swollen wiretap: “tongue artery flown”
rutted sadden strongbox: “yankees versus indians”
thereupon witchcraft waterworks: “mariner blinkers perdition”

paddock motherboard mortgagor: “fascist watery marrow”
classified eyebath droppings: “strata whistling monetary”
vitals nonslip pepper: “puddle proper codex.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SIXTY
liberalism error artillery: “gruel knead blight”
flares gemstone clown: “tread brews overt”
timber poet submarine: “steep snit plod”
electrons shank blunder: “wrong thinks brink”
havoc cherry coalition: “brim boil sheaves”
collisions reason fiddle: “hives quite sweet”
struggle implement ricepaper: “spots crinkle pride”
cosmic tongue codex: “fling gray returns”
racist strata monopoly: “blend fingers snipe”
groundwater bristle memeber: “polls stow private”
arrow monarchy screen: “slot plunder sows”
establishing geode butt: “here slang speech.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SIXTY ONE
kneel overfly sleep: “starry stripes plump”
breed strew knit: “carrot fangs pottage”
smite spread plead: “gargoyle friction rambler”
wring leave sweat: “parataxis nonesuch quonset”
think spoil quit: “peers washington glue”

stink swim thrive: “helpful ptomaine grapheme”
spit rerun lend: “sinners weightless nimbus”
shrink slay ring: “apricot hollow hammer”
ride sing typewrite: “ribald bards batch”
spoil throw shear: “thirst nook ketchup”
sow underlie sling: “quiescent lambs intrinsic”
prove slit speed: “rabbits toothsome charnel.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SIXTY TWO
polestar shambles pantomime: “cribbage bait yardsale”
pinstripe paralysis pantograph: “funk bean failures”
sump nunnery winnings: “oral bench dreams”
tarot squat sleigh: “trips video bait”
shebang plowman nimbostratus: “moist bugs chariot”
jackpot mouthwash mascot: “wharf native semiconductor”
gargle igloo gallows: “frank pouch trunk”
dysfunction dungheap skimmer: “nails speech antic”
tribally wrist quiddity: “preface gravid mistress”
lard meathook jamb: “gasps plastic piglet”
bait hiccup forensic: “binary microwave headdress”
cabbage eyetooth charcoal: “tribal dysfunctional bait.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SIXTY THREE
dunk benchwarmer chariot: “debauch stretching sliced”
breath deem dwarf: “psychoactive footwork spectrum”

failure hoist naively: “cowers rubber beets”
oratory plug semicolon: “decibel nuance homerun”
yankee octane midriff: “decoct hermetic trefoil”
grouch hammer gastric: “anguished foreplay ruffles”
flunk fanny elastic: “visionary blooming takeover”
jailbait prefecture spigot: “burlap resonance highway”
speedometer microwave larkspur: “odometer interlude unread”
beeline cootie harness: “command tidal maverick”
fingerboard mastodon quiche: “training syntactic moustache.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SIXTY FOUR
defray fulcrum nuance: “marvels spidery reprimand”
stretcher tower touchdown: “censor baffles masthead”
unsliced slobber recoup: “anew deepening bakes”
psychodynamics overheats hermit: “flutters counterpoint wigs”
footwork decibel blindfold: “breach widening fizz”
against bloomed driveway: “cut unless seams”
forehead makeover pedometer: “grids raw anise”
shuffle surly winterize: “layering seeps foodchain”
visor resonance plead: “barely craw lingering”
remand pain sifter: “nearly fallen wine”
spider taxidermy loofah: “astride grinders knives”
maverick mousehole perennial: “aghast fretwork dynamics.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SIXTY FIVE

hew digs floodlight: “typeset lustful highbrow”
creep breed forbear: “spurns ghostly peal”
awake chided crow: “hollow kiosk festers”
hit freeze fling: “helicopter deduced panopticon”
countersink cut hear: “hiatus marsh pedigree”
catch bless befall: “encompassed deleted pernicious”
deal dream bind: “benighted refined lemons”
cost gird bestride: “demographic junkyard damages”
burn draw grind: “wanders balk intuits”
browbeat arise give: “lesser token backstroke”
bust inlay thrive: “forgetting volitional denotations”
typecast weep sublet: “deviant influx replay.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SIXTY SIX
pillow metropolis deletion: “dovecote chords wallop”
kiosk hiatus delicious: “wanton damages cutthroat”
jester harshly delighted: “footrace tonsils septic”
helicopter filigree defilement: “novel ozone amniotic”
deuce compass demon: “glacial fibrillation buttress”
demagogic ignition demographic: “sawhorse posters theology”
jumpcut nightdress demolition: “manicure overtly fountains”
yardarm stoke detonator: “badlands encaustic bluster”
fondness backache deviation: “extinct textual organelle”
streetwalker longstanding detox: “walking the streets”
whipcord feverfew deejay: “with no laces”

turtledove stroboscope delicatessen: “in his shoes.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SIXTY SEVEN
footlights geology spine: “provisional colonial cardshark”
fossil ridicules power: “columbus abdominal prowler”
depths ovary herded: “vivacious sneaky snores”
novels fontanel obelisk: “pinwheels homily current”
outshone ballads diamond: “planar celery staunch”
embryonic engraving canal: “fascicle paginated sirloin”
glacial master anecdotal: “identical rowdy gnostics”
pollinator extinguisher prowler: “verdict delayed erasure”
mattresses tropical abdominals: “lasso fluttering percentile”
drawbacks organ hardening: “calyx ecstatic candles”
poker beetle balcony: “crumpled murmurs cheesecake”
smothers decorate provisional: “fluke maritime caramelized.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SIXTY EIGHT
viva accuracy seepage: “shrimp devoutly unhinged”
seeker lunar purloin: “teaspoon treasures punitive”
lore salary identity: “horseplay griddle engineer”
linchpin haunch howdy: “timorous cucumber bonnet”
homeboy fascist gothic: “cattail sensuous centimeters”
fatso ecstasy edict: “chisel code spaniel”
glut cradle decay: “rattler vocalic tilt”

percentages cramp eraser: “tailfin rummage petroglyph”
catcall mermaid cheeseburger: “dutiful collapsed horizon”
cheekbone casino catapult: “swingset unitary boatswain”
nuke chastity spindrift: “rotator kneecaps profitable”
wartime warhorse warhead: “insofar mottled riddance.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SIXTY NINE
tinsel relapse overrriding: “rubedo lingers lentils”
smote onion steamship: “soundboard quincunx expatriate”
spanking tinge revile: “reified netherworld legumes”
tattle unicorn unheated: “expropriate greasy hidebound”
vocal sailboat tablespoon: “burlesque compunction stopwatch”
tilwind throat measurement: “cuspidor firestorm blackball”
tailpipe thee tuna: “necklace cauliflower bicycle”
scrimmage professor seahorse: “chattel waterspout potlatch”
lithograph inasmuch gridlock: “hopeful mathematical tapers”
fondue grotto endpaper: “spoken durable inches”
delirium groundskeeper leaven: “sinus doubtful squid”
hashish distaff batch: “harmonium indeterminate alehouse.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SEVENTY
libido resounding solidification: “flaunt seedy semiotic”
whistling sequin otherworldly: “lockstep purity coliseum”
lens extirpate bowlegged: “fuzzy sleigh plover”

alliterative blackberry matador: “limber redoubt expurgates”
pedigree contrition misfire: “communal sputters jewels”
riderless slingtshot pratfall: “reckless sweetly playhouse”
leatherneck chives droopy: “surfiction amethyst telephones”
callisthenics bathwater aftermath: “javelin equestrian malaprop”
cyclic fleshpot stapler: “keening vestigial encoded”
token minus harmonically: “carat blanched moccasin”
endurance donut premeditated: “marbleized endnotes diurnal”
riches wad trailblazer: “masticates fiddlers parrotfish.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SEVENTY ONE
grout neigh gruel: “paraffin corkscrew conjunction”
needs plosive neck: “satirical misprision juncture”
semaphore timbre suite: “firewall nestles quartet”
warlock reheat wordplay: “cognitive infers ruderal”
sureness regurgitates surrealism: “forklift regurgitates handkerchief”
perineum intercom permafrost: “quotidian skink flashing”
nazi sprucely nymphomaniac: “cruciform raven highbeams”
juvenilia keel karate: “arboreal gradient nods”
questionairee vespers quench: “headboard touchtone fulsome”
malpractice decodes mascara: “defenestrate implicit cortisone”
rubberize nowadays rusticated: “bootstrap avian highchair”
footnote diuretic fondle: “newsworthy brainpan lobbyist.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SEVENTY TWO

coffin satires foolproof: “mobile gristle clothier”
cocksure imprisoned fondness: “waging climactic softball”
coitus ejected quintet: “shoehorn cinematic indigenous”
cogency uplifted quietus: “epigram cupidity tankard”
coffer regulation skimp: “cashew postmortem theosophy”
crud chieftan slash: “birch bunion proletariat”
crucifix harbor towhead: “chute flutters camphor”
craven grades touchstone: “monogamous capsaicin cutlery”
creamer cod null: “pineal provenance cakewalk”
crenelation footwear newsgroup: “topaz libertine schism”
complicity aviation brainwave: “swizzle morphine crankshaft”
cozy chairman blob: “downturn synapse tumescent.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SEVENTY THREE
bloodmobile anagram shunt: “alligator serial conifer”
verdigris scuba fluted: “haggard convenience gingerly”
dropcloth drunkard campfire: “cloven postage footsteps”
ageless crashing monotone: “electoral magazine bursar”
cremate postpartum recap: “sputters asphyxiated phylum”
sacral theater woodcut: “stakeout horizontal plectrum”
shoebox urchin spinal: “vintage gravel beanstalk”
enema burner approvingly: “stalemate shimmy serried”
animus polecat skatepark: “ventilate firmament snippet”
trapeze swagger downfall: “virgule pleurisy signified”
valentine morphing syringe: “torrential glinting cement”

machismo driveshaft tumor: “beehive asterisk meteoric.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SEVENTY FOUR
the tailgate shaggy: “backgammon azure parliament”
the miserly covenant: “newly hopscotch babbling”
the affirm gongersnap: “synchronized autumnal roughage”
the leaving pussyfooting: “fakir orbital hues”
the signpost pectoral: “narrowly racketball tailspin”
the imagined disbursement: “sonic leech bathysphere”
the bespatter asylum: “shuffleboard mezzanine turquoise”
the asymmetric grubstake: “endemic hardcore batch”
the unison sputum: “paydirt scarcely hatched”
the veer pastrami: “ripens orchid redacts”
the navel gramophone: “bacillus larder leapfrog”
the talkfest versification: “tailbone coterie bathos.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SEVENTY FIVE
bacillus awl tailbone: “mad orchestral slipstream”
bozo jawbreaker splayfoot: “hatch scoreboard sockets”
toilet wakefulness personify: “narrow flukes orbit”
pew obit lecher: “taken lawless shawl”
leapfrog flue bathos: “broccoli garbanzo violet”
bauble arrowhead kerfuffle: “flew sleeping bubbles”
lipread rocketry muzzle: “prey turquoise noetic”

tortoiseshell scorecard wainscot: “haunts ratchet pardon”
totemic thatch sawdust: “sortie fulfillment clout”
scantily riptide redoubt: “rusty raincoat buzzard”
patchouli orchestration landfill: “muffled bathing stretcher”
larder fad coterie: “solitary footloose talent.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SEVENTY SIX
bathtub catgut brassiere: “mad hatch narrow”
nick questioner seahorse: “taken broccoli flew”
scut taxation wafer: “prey haunts sortie”
sachet picayune marvel: “rusty muffled solitary”
duplicator subjunctive ignoble: “orchestral scoreboard flukes”
dung blindingly approximate: “slipstream sockets orbit”
haystack displeasure photocopier: “lawless garbanzo sleeping”
philosopher formica lasagna: “shawl violet bubbles”
issue headache druidic: “turquoise ratchet fulfillment”
cod bijou abhor: “noetic pardon clout”
biggie codger nirvana: “raincoat bathing footloose”
swish mirth transistor: “talent stretcher buzzard.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SEVENTY SEVEN
apropos eternally fetters: “swords chat vantage”
cockpit hopscotch delude: “zones touch zealot”
plaintiff spur vertigo: “boat trickster wages”
sage pewter lasso: “plaintiff cockles propriety”

huckster gossip engulf: “eternal hopeless spars”
brat allied distemper: “neutral turnip belies”
jealous plague script: “lagoon hatchet noodles”
touchdown yacht preen: “expecting turtle mergers”
ozone nobody hardening: “lawnmower tingles contagion”
gallivant expectorant contraption: “gardens prune scraps”
chitchat burgle lingerie: “temperate golfing gasoline”
swordplay virgin sideways: “vertical ludic sweaters.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SEVENTY EIGHT
wrest tummy riddance: “egret praying salads”
wrapping tumescence ribcage: “numb dimples hoist”
rhapsodic waxworks shoestring: “summers spoon ice”
rhombus watershed shockproof: “skills sweating pickles”
prickle surefire trapeze: “notes window continuum”
primer surname transgress: “afterward invested commands”
frustrate coax vagrancy: “blocks reversal honed”
fruition cloverleaf vagabond: “cables lack meek”
canard firework potbelly: “splatters blown reflections”
canvas firmament potshot: “corporate quail carps”
allocate naked obstructionist: “half paper volumes”
allowable naturalness obstreperously: “screed erotic novels.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SEVENTY NINE

regret sweating honor: “values constellate slurs”
spray pickled stables: “buggy sagacious succor”
salads notebook slack: “relaxed banking thirsts”
thumb window cheeks: “trolls finesse circumference”
ripple conundrum sputter: “magical peels buffer”
host afterglow bluing: “fiscal magnetism plaid”
summons crested reflecting: “aloud graphic hearts”
moon commandeer incorporating: “folded issues gloss”
slices blackened equalling: “cherub vacant interstice”
skillet reversal warps: “cribbage humble apples”
calf vodka exotic: “lacking bluster frees”
paperweight seed novice: “daily immediate premise.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY
vellum bedbug reflex: “tentative spent further”
constellations saga embankments: “noodles limping jails”
blurs successive bursting: “pyre tasks flatten”
scrolls magpie official: “socks creed layered”
forest wheel magnified: “snap brooms yearning”
circumspect buffeted braid: “clast caulk comely”
cloud billfolds cherry: “wigs pumice tweezers”
photographed hisses vacancy: “lump mild exhibits”
heart moss invoice: “botched sumac creep”
scribbles lacquered daydreams: “hidden wisteria reptile”
thrums buckets imagination: “monopoly crew screams”
apocalypse trees promises: “untreated bowers ungulate.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY ONE
tentacles asks yearling: “fish crags comb”
rented gnats overcast: “doomed nests twisted”
feathers shock caked: “culinary cows mica”
doodle knees latecomer: “sleeps green threads”
dimpled prayer wags: “rue toner changeling”
jackal tap punishment: “wild lamps middle”
pyramid blooms tweed: “cauldron bled poodles”
limp notched suddenness: “weather pent tackles”
lidless subsumes wisdom: “basks knots flock”
exchanges sheep replica: “kneads rays strap”
monotony screen cowers: “looms scotch subtracts”
true threatening articulate: “baked vast lingers.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY TWO
gorged scissors nerves: “splits exotic mantle”
halts threshers credentials: “trials buttered anvil”
despair commerce emblem: “clumps gifted elevates”
mystics attests awnings: “chevrolet animated normality”
mansion kinetic recovers: “pelvis autumnal transmuted”
revelation slumber daggers: “scans mysterious repairs”
gifts pelvis derision: “alienation faulty hordes”
cramped autumnal mantra: “since thrasher commons”

normalcy transmuted extolled: “arrests splenetic lumber”
animation triage glitz: “derivative diggers recuperate”
chevron battlefield idyll: “emblems credible nerves.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY THREE
tengo pantolones perfecto: “alumnae buying ads”
trabajar aburrido museos: “tongue cleaning cake”
zapato simpatico poesia: “books on ice”
amarillo caro loco: “feathers nights doodle”
domingo bufanda estadio: “pumpkin nylon kelp”
cuaderno cinturon crema: “banjo boots microwave”
bano botas microondas: “notebook belt cream”
calabaza panti ayude: “sunday scarf stadium”
plumas noches hacer: “yellow crazy expensive”
libros sobre hielo: “shoe sympathetic poetry”
lengua limpiar torta: “working boring museums”
alumna comprar anuncio: “eye pants perfectly.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY FOUR
delight warning echo: “tablets intrinsic cinema”
triad deafness forbidden: “altruism nostalgic few”
sullied heretical tarp: “entropy pincers salad”
follicles knives autistic: “hex scribbles viceroy”
sequestered bleeds nostalga: “governs collateral flesh”

renounces episodes sewers: “alienation looms textures”
televised caesura talons: “soda bleeding knives”
blooms linchpin banality: “heretical leaf yawning”
textures atrophy mistrial: “inchoate forbidden yawp”
governs vices intrinsic: “foible inquest announced”
lateral quibbles libidinal: “delight tread gullies”
flesh vexation cinema: “emblems edible nerves.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY FIVE
traduced roams hearkens: “coral atoll murmured”
nuance roams tenure: “happenings current inspector”
departure roams verbally: “legality training ethics”
hearts roams radicals: “sleep parcel department”
fetish roams ambryo: “embraced latest crime”
diction roams rioting: “agency relapse advocate”
girdle roams pledges: “question given torture”
kinks roams quiver: “emerges include deprivation”
populate roams slake: “unwelcome submit standing”
pedigree roams hasten: “challenge interim techniques”
needle roams knots: “abuse movies weaned”
yawn roams aggrandized: “key precisely circular.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY SIX
muscles greeds mouthfuls: “dodge secret discussed”

cistern winds totemic: “provide openly unlawful”
collage induces ripening: “hedged whether continues”
structured puttys skein: “allegations examine acquitted”
risk cobbles kerchief: “stumbled stand advice”
garret abscesses leisure: “analysis traditions torture”
licks belongs coffins: “clear vote hypothetical”
watts werewolfs epidermis: “interrogation sites ocean”
tablature gametes zipper: “residents submission humanity”
stasis ratchets stomachs: “detention island abstract”
squalid colophons waerfall: “writing represents including”
mimicry hydrants pudenda: “crimes prolonged director.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY SEVEN
the reinforced crease: “revelation slaps reason”
the narrative decal: “avail stonewall ruled”
the beggar eucharist: “consensus qualifications appoint”
the carnage baton: “robust damaging shoe”
the snared torpor: “crimes former beyond”
the paragraphs eggshells: “events nominee credible”
the dislocation burial: “simulations violations testimony”
the helpless cadence: “secrecy parallels cloud”
the grease stretcher: “precedent oust impose”
the definitions splinters: “privilege sufficient laws”
the moral jets: “among contributed research”
the reading stigmata: “conducted theorem distributed.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY EIGHT
doubt bidding riches: “else inner evidently”
doubt domes tilling: “from recommitted pushing”
doubt fallen feast: “endorse agency issued”
doubt lunch explicate: “degrading international methods”
doubt gland ladder: “conclusions infamous grim”
doubt props anarchy: “leaked observations other”
doubt angler purification: “techniques avoided public”
doubt revenge gallery: “seems pretzel officials”
doubt rubbing astral: “fantasy gripped shocked”
doubt utterance albumin: “account continue recent”
doubt secrecy ovulation: “written noted opinion”
doubt incidental ennui: “already none assured.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY NINE
arable as objectivity: “moment sense compulsive”
solipsism as absolution: “interrogation stance exhaustive”
emits as trickery: “history recall urge”
supple as eternal: “rush untrammeled era”
aberrant as essay: “quaint categories offshore”
ontology as allows: “deniability complex base”
lethal as jargon: “soil face spread”

winnow as exterior: “island floating network”
bandwidth as resuscitates: “chambers centers entering”
festooned as consciousness: “enough laws nature”
fondling as regression: “wield exhausting thinking”
equinox as emphasis: “unitary abrogate eager.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY
reap paranoid prosthesis: “obsolete constraints total”
vapor duplicate potency: “powers secret leased”
tissue analog meat: “despotic waters detention”
choeres clarify graffiti: “pundits symbol movies”
nomads trance slanders: “road memo via”
garbled universal craves: “rampant seldom cast”
ploy ink elastic: “global illegal obvious”
maddened lyrical annex: “suspects abuse arrival”
hymen semantics diptych: “function desired intent”
signals graft offal: “contravened fears indeed”
knots moist ravens: “gnawing rejected signed”
random forensics steeple: “limits assert style.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY ONE
carrion dimpled mulch: “while never that”
rubbed lifespan simulacrum: “minimal subject definitions”
italics parody papyrus: “plumbing nearly clues”
artificial physics contagion: “return write pressure”

streaming salvages ambience: “reality possible documents”
imbalances ulcerate projected: “crimes intelligence given”
montage entrails badgering: “fears memorandum engaged”
nerves sickle cartoon: “realms psychology seized”
render gelled ostrasized: “scene slips future”
intersection thighs handle: “open secure rules”
endear finagles duress: “learned outsized forgotten”
rubber prognosis reentry: “war signature prohibited.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY TWO
expressed thickened anathema: “sorts demanding citizens”
prognosis audible undulate: “themselves much commit”
breast empiricism dread: “process countries wars”
dualism entourage tease: “obsessional realistic guns”
coalesce illogical anatomy: “emerged away results”
sparingly idolatry lopsided: “maintained commented torture”
lattice romance teeth: “nonetheless fault nothing”
renown pearls selves: “scandals examples nullified”
fingers implicates hollows: “united opposed years”
difference throne sores: “level impoverished justice”
streaked pandemic diluted: “immunity planet station”
erasure zest regrets: “experts redefine pain.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY THREE

jest arrows admonitions: “order felt suspended”
analogy carnage allays: “elsewhere perfect chain”
masks vigil infatuate: “sense since war”
nearer cream paucity: “frozen effect painful”
politics gills doubts: “shocked principles stinking”
daze forum teardrop: “repeats unfinished knew”
litmus survival diaper: “early bookstores terror”
matriculation doll tirades: “book open torture”
cjeckmate belabors hubris: “material fingers chained”
cushioned radical giggle: “urinated technique scenarios”
qualms splattered pallor: “library defecated documents”
fungi profiles orgasm: “undoubtedly contents regime.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY FOUR
win sense poverty: “others junket dancer”
bully ditch judge: “typhoon integrity foaming”
sobs yesterdays savings: “bails milling scion”
applicant party donr: “slough frown bears”
store whether janitor: “sift rust content”
split clear mother: “fidget screed waits”
consent scathing forum: “plot sore appliance”
bust blame dignity: “scabs fully wink”
retrieved illness tycoon: “since which today”
tears gadget mansion: “partly weathers leer”
crown speed million: “scat lame wills”

laughter hates baliff: “sayings budge verity.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY FIVE
steady prizes insulin: “legs soul genius”
pupil column unclear: “clump logs maybe”
produce sunny believe: “stooge squid ludic”
delivery culmination genes: “munch salve pension”
frozen disgusted isolated: “lunch desks veiled”
fiasco applicant eggs: “grackle veer waiters”
prevailed failed baby: “cross tie fiasco”
destroy launched slogan: “zen livers deduce”
lurch sperm plump: “pencil steely prism”
suspension tackle salutory: “cumin digested apex”
halves auctioneer squad: “mails paunch germs”
punching water stages: “leaves near sulk.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY SIX
canticle swipe tuna: “engine suburban duties”
raptor wadding skid: “career epic infraction”
fiddling jackboot spreader: “vanished connected export”
transliteration dipper bigwig: “culpability pages garage”
canyon bombast toffee: “clearance defined disastrous”
serum prefect trampoline: “salivated business blimps”
fiend remedial reefer: “remotely sentenced story”

ocelot verily grapefruit: “pilots redacted inspector”
randomized rankle saturate: “historic pedigree revealing”
swordplay skimmer viola: “defunct clients complex”
trauma waitressing periscope: “budget criminal spectrum”
jailhouse educationally julep: “unknown incredulous deficient.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY SEVEN
aesthete devils infinite: “world avoiding makes”
mediocrity influx pumpkin: “spoken alarming free”
sneer fractious snapdragon: “context disturbing horizon”
esteem bidet acupressure: “unitied documents point”
incivility pepper chump: “distracted scenes imprinting”
scavenge cupidity douche: “whittled formulation muzzling”
sepsis vanilla pallbearer: “obligated thinkers nebulous”
paleface minutiae hormonal: “corrupts secrecy aftermath”
hooker gallantry gargle: “tribunal initiates publicly”
emaciated coterie pictorially: “nightmare disputed process”
wrecker paisley inchoate: “mantle speculation chooses”
gadabout existentialist fussbudget: “excluded wisdom apocalypse.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY EIGHT
intolerable tolerating unacceptable: “coalition about ambush”
treatment abetting abuse: “military opened propelled”
politic emergency freelance: “trench province insurgents”

connection searching insinuation: “grenades combined employed”
rescue unmoved congenital: “during statement battles”
obtuse fluke vigil: “rare prefer strikes”
asses dead voters: “analysts expect control”
rhetoric shadow malls: “false avoid ordinary”
entail vacate curtail: “ambush official engaged”
remembrance croaking underside: “province sliced opium”
logistical lightbulb willingness: “control launched coalition”
bedsheets hypothesis strike: “security violence series.”

ACT FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED NINETY NINE
depredations lunch president: “cities funding war”
tomorrow against dying: “immediate attracted invasion”
dissent tutorial whims: “turnout rain signs”
inducement raging fatal: “cutoff trek speakers”
shock removing awe: “route spent hungry”
sentiment suicide karma: “labor intervention escalating”
serious silly stunt: “federal silence estimated”
donkey pulling observation: “gathered oppose further”
congressional ripped concordance: “formal divides differences”
appaointment shivers predicament: “occupation prerogative media”
hindsight booking defiance: “schedule targets persuade”
prudent patriotism amen: “crucial looms particular.”

